
ClassiC range
Your wines have never been so 
well cared for.
3 sizes, 4 functions: a comprehensive range.
A wide range of finishes (colours, coverings, doors).
EuroCave technology.

Recommended by John Euvrard
Meilleur Ouvrier de France* – Wine waiting

Classic V283 - Full glass door

*a prestigious title granted to professionals who have won 
the award for their category in a competition organized by 

professionals in France. 



4 functions for different uses:
• ‘‘1’’ temperature cabinets recreate the exact conditions found in a natural cellar (temperature of 10 - 14°C).

• ‘‘2’’ and ‘‘3’’ temperature cabinets have several separate temperature zones: 1 zone for storing wine (10-14°C), 1 chilling compartment at the 
bottom (6-10°C) and 1 compartment for bringing red wine to the correct serving temperature, at the top (16-20°C)*.

• Wine serving cabinets offer up to 10 temperature zones in one cabinet (temperature graduated from 7 - 21°C) and store several types of wine 
(rosé, white, red) at an ideal serving temperature.

* For 3-temperature models only

Classic V283 - glass door



euroCave technology

• ‘‘Twin Process’’ technology:
Temperature controlled to the nearest 10th of a degree.

• Exclusive humidity management:
automatically monitored humidity levels.

• Constant monitoring:
alarms for your peace of mind.
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a wide range of finishes... and even more stylish
3 cabinet sizes that can store 74 - 223 bottles

increased flexibility
Ordering, Storing, Displaying

Display shelves storage shelvessliding shelves

Body in two materials to absorb
vibrations and protect your
bottles.

Main du sommelier
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Control
electronic control
internal setting
internal electronic display
Humidity display
Fault alarms

Hot/Cold technologies - Insulation
Production of cold air: mixed air - compressor
Production of warm air: heater
Heat activation: automatic – cut-off: adjustable
Type of walls: SRA aluminium
Type of external covering: melamine panel
Type of insulation: polyurethane foam

equipment
Interior lighting (3 lighting options)
active charcoal filter
adjustable feet
lock
Thermal insulation and U.V. protection

Ref. Dimensions
HxWxD (mm)

Weight when
empty (kg)

Black Piano door

Bottle capacities1 Energy 
efficiency 

rating

Annual energy 
consumption 

AEc 
aec3 (Kwh/year)

Useful volume 
(liters)

Acoustic 
emissions 

(dB(A))

Permitted
temperature

min / max
Access2 Premium2 Maximum

1-temperature

V083 950x654x689 65 92 74 92 C 256 210 38 0°C/35°C

V183 1444x654x689 73 159 146 168 C 274 343 38 0°C/35°C

V283 1744x654x689 82 204 182 223 C 292 433 38 0°C/35°C

2-temperature

D183 1444x654x689 78 156 140 156 D 310 345 38 0°C/35°C

D283 1744x654x689 87 179 186 219 D 329 436 38 0°C/35°C

3-temperature4

E183 1444x654x689 80 135 129 157 D 310 345 38 12°C/25°C

e283 1744x654x689 89 179 167 198 D 329 427 38 12°C/25°C

Multi-temperature

S083 950x654x689 63 92 74 92 D 292 221 38 12°C/35°C

S183 1444x654x689 71 159 146 168 D 310 353 38 12°C/35°C

s283 1744x654x689 80 204 182 223 D 329 444 38 12°C/35°C

Energy and technical features

Category of all models: 2. - Climate class: Our appliances are designed for use at an ambient temperature of between 10°C and 32°C (Class SN). - These appliances cannot be built-in.
1- Cabinet capacities are calculated using traditional Bordeaux bottles. 2- Access pack: combination of fixed and sliding shelves – Premium pack: 100% sliding. 3- Power consumption calculation based on the result obtained over 24 hrs in standard test 
conditions (25°Cxw) with a Black Piano door. Actual power consumption depends on the appliance’s location and operating conditions. 4- Temperature of the other compartments (red serving temperature) : 15 -22°C.

label certifying that a product is of French origin


